Abstract. Automatic segmentation methods are important tools for quantitative analysis of magnetic resonance images. Recently, patchbased label fusion approaches demonstrated state-of-the-art segmentation accuracy. In this paper, we introduce a new patch-based method using the PatchMatch algorithm to perform segmentation of anatomical structures. Based on an Optimized PAtchMatch Label fusion (OPAL) strategy, the proposed method provides competitive segmentation accuracy in near real time. During our validation on hippocampus segmentation of 80 healthy subjects, OPAL was compared to several state-of-the-art methods. Results show that OPAL obtained the highest median Dice coefficient (89.3%) in less than 1 sec per subject. These results highlight the excellent performance of OPAL in terms of computation time and segmentation accuracy compared to recently published methods.
Introduction
Automatic segmentation methods are efficient tools to produce accurate and reliable measurement dedicated to quantitative analysis of Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI). Over the past years, several paradigms were proposed to achieve the challenging task of brain labeling. First, atlas-based methods involving nonlinear registration of a labeled atlas to the subject to be segmented were proposed [1] . Then, multi-templates warping techniques based on training library of manually labeled templates were introduced. Such methods fuse several similar training templates to achieve better segmentation [2] [3] [4] . Multi-template matching approaches demonstrated competitive segmentation accuracies at the expense of an important computational load resulting from multiple nonlinear registrations (i.e., up to several hours). Recently, a nonlocal patch-based label fusion (PBL) strategy [5] has been proposed. Requiring only linear registration, PBL involves patch comparison where the weight assigned to each label depends on the similarity between the current patch and the training patch. The search of similar training patches is based on nonlocal strategy to better handle the inter-subject variability and to capture registration inaccuracies. In a limited computational time (i.e., several minutes), this method achieves state-of-the-art segmentation accuracy. Consequently, since its introduction, PBL is intensively studied and many improvements have been proposed [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Despite these improvements, PBL still suffers from several limitations. First, the search for similar patches is computationally expensive. Although template preselection [5] , patch preselection [5, 6] or multiscale strategies [7] have been proposed, an important amount of computation remains dedicated to find similar patches in the training library. Second, the use of preselection strategy can prevent finding the most similar patches. In fact, similar patches can be found in dissimilar training templates. By removing a priori relevant parts of the training library, these preselection approaches can lead to sub-optimal results. Third, in PBL a weight is assigned to a large number of training patches including dissimilar patches. Therefore, resources are uselessly dedicated to estimate negligible weights. Even worse, these dissimilar patches can decrease the segmentation accuracy [8] . Sparsity-based methods can limit this aspect at the expense of an important computational burden [8, 9] . These limitations may result in suboptimal segmentations and make the current implementations computationally expensive.
In this paper, we introduce a new PBL method based on the PatchMatch (PM) algorithm [10] to address these limitations. Originally, the PM algorithm was introduced to efficiently find an approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) for all patch correspondences between two 2D images. This method is based on a cooperative and randomized strategy resulting in very low computational burden that enables real time image processing. Recently, PM has been used for superresolution of cardiac MRI [11] . Here, we propose a new Optimized PAtchMatch Label fusion (OPAL) method for anatomical structures segmentation by extending the PM approach. Compared to previous PBL methods, OPAL produces segmentations in near real time thanks to the use of the PM scheme. Moreover, OPAL does not require any pre-selection since the search of the most similar patch is achieved over the entire training library leading to higher segmentation accuracy. Finally, by using a very low number of highly similar patches, OPAL limits the introduction of dissimilar patches during label fusion.
The main contributions of this work are: (1) Adaptation of the PM algorithm to label fusion for anatomical structure segmentation in 3D MRI. 
Methods and Materials

The PatchMatch Algorithm
The original PM algorithm [10] is a fast and efficient approach that computes patch correspondences between two 2D images (denoted A and B). The key
